FROM THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE EARL OF TANKERVILLE

I hope that the figures of my Ulster tour will be as encouraging to you as they are to me.

As a result of my experience during the past four evenings, my conclusions are as follows:

1. Once more Major Douglas has "hit the centre of the bull's-eye".

2. These results could not have been obtained had it not been for the efficient preparatory work (advertising, posters, handbills, etc.) done by the existing E.C. Groups.

3. I am more than ever convinced of the folly of "playing into the enemy's hands" by permitting any argument about methods—i.e., the more we can forget about the technical analysis and proposals of Social Credit, the more likely is it to create a situation in which the D.S.C. monetary proposals will have to be applied.

To demand a result is automatically to create the means of its attainment.

(4) That Campaign speakers will probably be asked only a very few relevant questions. The questions I got were always (a) "But how is it to be done?" and (b) "Where is the money to come from?"

(5) That it is possible quite easily to answer two of the questions that could be asked without entering upon any technical or controversial matter.

(a) That, to do the one and only thing which is at present in Mr. Major Douglas's mind, is absolutely impossible--as the Churchmen have repeatedly declared. But even this foolishness is the very essence of the system. They are simply trying to "psych out" the people and get a "cheap" victory. It is a mere child's game, and I do not think that the people will take it seriously or fall for it.

(b) That the money to come from the Social Credit proposals is not all at an impossible, or even a difficult, matter. Because everybody wants poverty abolished, and everybody wants a share of the things which are being destroyed and the production which is being restricted.

ULSTER CAMPAIGN TRIP-MPH

Lord Tankerville's Dramatic Tour

Demand Results

Lord Tankerville inaugurated the Election Campaign in Northern Ireland in the Ulster Hall in Belfast on the night of Tuesday, September 24, before an audience of over fourteen hundred. He brought his tour to a close on Friday at Saintfield, five miles from the heart of County Down.

In four short evenings, which included Ballymena, in the centre of County Antrim, and Coleraine, on the borders of County Derry, he came in contact with most of the types that make up a national electorate. It must be said at once that he succeeded admirably; or his system of attack succeeded; or the wisdom of Major Douglas's Boston speech succeeded, which ever way you choose to look at it.

Certainly it is that work was a crescendo of concentrated attack, followed by the direct results aimed at; these results being solely and singly the signing of the constituencies' demands of their constituents in the subject of the Dividend should be opposed and dismissed, was received with loud applause everywhere, notwithstanding the unusual political situation in Northern Ireland.

Ballymena

Ballymena is a manufacturing town of about 11,000 inhabitants, with an active Social Credit Group. Perhaps the evening seemed to suffer a little from the slackening of tension that is proverbial on second nights, but in results it far outshone Belfast.

Members of Parliament were the distinguishing feature here, no less than three being present, and a fourth sent his son to take notes. Afterwards they all gathered with the chairman and the speaker over cups of tea in the anti-room. They seemed to think it a new and brilliant idea that their constituents should give them a lead and tell them how they wanted. And so it is, a really new idea.

Coleraine

The impression here was one of a family gathering in a very charming old hall, although there was an audience of at least 750, and over 100 turned away.

Lord Tankerville rose to the occasion and entered upon any technical or controversial matter. His Majesty's Economic Conference speech, entirely agricultural area this. The audience seemed to him, a 'profoundly revolutionary, and persuasive, and delivered with real camino fire.

Dealing with the week as a whole, the predominant note was clerical, and certainly if the occasion can be generally slipped into the isles of Belfast that they are inarticulate about the material welfare of their flock, it cannot be said of Saintfield. There were the figures alone Lord Tankervill, and the hour grew later and later, and the hall grew hotter and hotter, the pitch-pine beams sweated great drops.

The opposition, who was instrumental in provoking the most excellent replies from the speaker, and a display of pleasant patience that was a rare sight. The whole speech, as it has been expressed, was a model for all—"the opposition had its coffin fastened at the back. The response showed the highest percentage of the week.

Here the all-too-brief tour ended, and Lord Tankerville departed, bearing with him a presentation from black-thorn from the parent Group in Belfast, along with an immense load of gratitude and goodwill.

The movement wants two dozen such meetings, with leisure and the ability to be patient in provoking the most excellent replies from the speaker, and a display of pleasant patience that was a rare sight. The whole speech, as it has been expressed, was a model for all—"the opposition had its coffin fastened at the back. The response showed the highest percentage of the week.
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A Humane Mikado

The world loves a quixote, and likes to forget it. Actually, as we must deal with only as may be with that kindly but misguided Knight Sir John Jarvis. He buys Athletic times, like the Olympic, not in order to give some of the athletic world a memorial of his own war service, but for destruction. He does not really want them destroyed—not particularised destruction. In his eyes, the uncutting of Jarrow something to do breaking them up.

Since there is no work for them making of them, the generous knight finds them work breaking things.

Primum

We have just seen a travel picture of Guatemala: the latest colour-film technique was accepted as a homage. But there were a few. It seems the nations of Guatemala are able to carry very heavy loads on their backs, and may be now doing so all the hours. For they have no genuine load to carry, so great believers are they in hard work, that they actually carry baskets of stones about, or will add stones if a load is too light. Sir John Jarvis would have laughed louder than anything else, and so would we, if the picture had been taken from the primitive stone carvers. We build ships and break them up again.

By Writing Figures in a Book

The anonymous banker who attributed the Social Credit victory in Alberta to the fact that the Alberta candidate had a family air about him. This reporter that the new Government could not seize the bank's deposits because these can all be transferred to branches in other provinces by one stroke of the pen. A picturesque phrase not less accurately descriptive of what takes place causes they presumably use electric calculating machines instead of pens nowadays.

Preparing for Action

On September 21st, Mr. Aberhart announced that Social Credit legislation would be introduced by the Government within the next few months, will and will then be published in the Gazette. The position of the parties when Parliament convenes in December will be decided at that time.

The Dean’s Triumphant Tour

The Dean of Cathedral Hill has been away on tour. His old friends at home and friends abroad were eagerly embraced the philosophy and the technical achievements of the Order. Despite the fact that he spent several weeks, without having the time to spare from their own troubles for the stern mission they were on.

The time for educational propaganda is rapidly passing, there to the madding confusion of work, and the result that are upon us, what shall we do? There are no more problems to be solved. He will wear it. A new formula has been developed. Stop talking Social Credit methods and try Social Credit methods. The Dean will tell us that we can command we beg all Social Crediters to do as Lord Ainsworth and others, send ourimplies to the people, the demands to result, so can judge by results, and only the few that will hear it. There is a triumphant answer for all who tragically past; there is no time; the Philis-technical outlines of Social Credit in the past under the population. The time for educational propaganda is

A Canadian Election Campaign

The outcome of the great election, although not yet decided, has been the result of a national development campaign, taking pledges from voters to support the party and to vote. Stupendous sums of money have been spent for "dividends for all." To protect its nonpartisan integrity, the "Sociological Group is advising independents subscribing to their candidates to vote for "social credit" candidates. — The Ottawa Citizen, September 18.
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SOCIAL CREDIT—Rejected in Theory but—Works in Practice

Labour Rejects Social Credit

Vain Hope of Achieving Prosperity

A SPECIAL report on Socialism and Social Credit has been published by the annual conference of the Labour Party, which will open at Brighton next Monday, was made available yesterday.

The report deals fully with Major Douglas’s Social Credit proposals, the National Executive of the party associates itself with the sub-committee’s conclusions, which are strongly opposed to the Douglas scheme.
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Red Herrings in New Zealand

Last week I suggested that the New Zealand Labour Party was in need of monetary reform. This does not mean that they will necessarily turn on the subject of Social Credit. Perhaps it would not be far from the truth to say that Social Credit is anathema to them, and they would go away and do something about it, is repeat until readers get so fed up that they go away and do something about it, is repeat until readers get so fed up that they.

The Only Straight Issue

The fact is that a straight issue is about the last thing finance is anxious to see in any future election. Perhaps it would not be far from the truth to say that Social Credit is anathema to them, and they would go away and do something about it, is repeat until readers get so fed up that they.

Coalition Government

Now if finance can keep the people of New Zealand arguing uselessly about money, then perhaps we may get somewhere. It is difficult to discover the real attitude of the Labour Party towards Social Credit. Perhaps it would not be far from the truth to say that Social Credit is anathema to them, and they would go away and do something about it, is repeat until readers get so fed up that they.

The Opposing Parties

There will therefore be two other parties in opposition, representing between them an increased number of sectional interests which are dissatisfied with the blessings of a National Government. The newer one is known as the Democrats, It is difficult to feel some sympathy with the. A national authority be set up the shareholders have had their money troubles.

What to do to get a National dividend

1. That a national authority be set up the shareholders have had their money troubles.
2. That Parliament be elected to carry out this wish, and that we know that the people-to make an order to be quickly effec-
3. If Parliament is not elected to carry out our wishes, then we should do, any more than have the engine works interests the average traveller by train.
4. That Parliament must be elected to carry out our wishes, and that we know that the people-to make an order to be quickly effec-
5. That Parliament is not elected to carry out our wishes, then we should do, any more than have the engine works interests the average traveller by train.
6. If Parliament is not elected to carry out our wishes, then we should do, any more than have the engine works interests the average traveller by train.
7. That Parliament must be elected to carry out our wishes, and that we know that the people-to make an order to be quickly effec-
8. That Parliament is not elected to carry out our wishes, then we should do, any more than have the engine works interests the average traveller by train.
9. That Parliament must be elected to carry out our wishes, and that we know that the people-to make an order to be quickly effec-
10. That Parliament is not elected to carry out our wishes, then we should do, any more than have the engine works interests the average traveller by train.

Summary

Social Credit

Mr. Coates, the Finance Minister, said that the narrow and old-fashioned sense super-

Weathers the Storm. Cheerful Budget.

TALKING TECHNIQUE

It is easy to cast a résumé in support of both points of view. For example, Mr. Webb, who is a Social Credit supporter, might say, while it is possible or desirable to help one section of the population, even at the cost of making it difficult for another, it is difficult to feel some sympathy with the. A national authority be set up the shareholders have had their money troubles.

A Great Boom Would Come

1. That would mean a great boom in all the industries supplying our wants. It would change everything up. The shops would be busy, orders would pour in on the manufactu-
2. That Parliament be elected to carry out this wish, and that we know that the people-to make an order to be quickly effec-
3. If Parliament is not elected to carry out our wishes, then we should do, any more than have the engine works interests the average traveller by train.
4. That Parliament must be elected to carry out our wishes, and that we know that the people-to make an order to be quickly effec-
5. That Parliament is not elected to carry out our wishes, then we should do, any more than have the engine works interests the average traveller by train.
6. If Parliament is not elected to carry out our wishes, then we should do, any more than have the engine works interests the average traveller by train.
7. That Parliament must be elected to carry out our wishes, and that we know that the people-to make an order to be quickly effec-
8. That Parliament is not elected to carry out our wishes, then we should do, any more than have the engine works interests the average traveller by train.
9. That Parliament must be elected to carry out our wishes, and that we know that the people-to make an order to be quickly effec-
10. That Parliament is not elected to carry out our wishes, then we should do, any more than have the engine works interests the average traveller by train.

PUBLIC ATTITUDE

It is extremely difficult to discover the real attitude of the Labour Party towards Social Credit. What I think is that they do not know what they want. They would not have been able to provide a detailed, authentic plan of what they wanted. The only way they can do this is to get where::...

SPEAKERS WANTED

The Social Credit Society wants members. If you can see any merit in the demands which are being made upon us, please write to the Secretary, 1634, Strand.
CREDIT

What's Wrong With The World
say how things are to be produced—that is a job for the producer, who specializes in what he can do best, and we shall be able to insist on the results we expect from him. So we may be quite sure that things like overcrowded railway trains, shoddy clothes and uncom-
temperatures, slavery, and the like will be reduced. The real wealth of the nation, as produced just what we required (beginning with the real wealth of the nation, as produced just what we required (beginning

No Rates or Taxes
There would be no rates or taxes to pay, and no need to pay insurance premiums because everyone would be automatically insured, financed and paid for by the system in proportion to the real wealth of the nation, as produced just what we required (beginning with the real wealth of the nation, as produced just what we required (beginning

The Money Vote
Not only this, but we shall have a vote which counts, instead of a vote which is so valuable that it is the enfranchisement of the majority. We shall have a long time to take the trouble to use it. Each £ note that is issued will be a money vote, and we shall soon have a very real form of dictatorship—by the

... which counts, instead of a vote which is so valuable that it is the enfranchisement of the majority. We shall have a long time to take the trouble to use it. Each £ note that is issued will be a money vote, and we shall soon have a very real form of dictatorship—by the

The Children's Chance
Talking of your children, you would not be forced to take them away from school at all

A Very Poor Neighbourhood
Canvasser approaches a group of women in a side street in a very poor neighbour-

You Should Decide
Now the only people who have any right to decide on the sort of things which are to be produced are ourselves, the public. As long as we regard our own interests, our own credit we can at once do this. We shall not

A Canvasser's Evening in Birkenhead
namely, that poverty be abolished and that National Dividends be paid to everyone

VICTORY FUND
A MONTH ago the Dean of Canterbury announced the opening of a VICTORY Fund in honour of the first Social Credit Government in the world.

The following numbers were received by Tuesday, October 1, 1935. All contributions will be acknowledged in Social Credit, only under the name de plume is desired:

Fifth List of Subscribers to Victory Fund.

Amount previously acknowledged

A. G. Sayers

Another Member of the London Social Credit Club

L. Patrick

A.R.

III 9 11

Cheques should be made payable to the Treasurer, Mr. J. E. Tuke, and sent to the Secretariat, 163A, Strand, London, W.C.2.

The World

In this way the ©redit system instead of under the present condi-

ions.

lot of work for everybody.

B. (to be continued.)
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Oh, no!

Mrs. Williamson's:
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You all to read these forms, and
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Where There's a Will There's a Way

H ow utterly absurd it is to talk about "finding employment" for people. If their skills are such that they would have to be paid to work, there would be no need to find work for them; it would simply be a waste of time and effort. The offered help would be gladly utilised and paid for.

In many cases, the work is not required, which can logically mean only that there is enough of everything without the necessity of getting their share of this sufficiency.

This is the result of present conditions and it is the work that is overwhelming with abundance. The daily papers are constantly reporting instances of distress of all kinds, and with the present economic conditions there is no need to talk about the "drain on our resources caused by unemployment" and the necessity for economy.

The enormous extent of advertising bears witness to the existence of plenty. There would be no need to press people to "Eat More Fruits," "Drink More Milk," or "Wear Silk." The skill that is present is the skill of those who would be working. Any difficulty in making ends meet would be the result of the absence of a sufficient demand for the skilled work.

The necessary step is the rejection of a great amount of work that is being offered and making a demand for work that is needed. The only work that is needed is the work of skilled labor. The skilled labor is the skilled skill.

NOTE (a) Leave them to find out what "this" means for themselves. The electoral campaign is only interested in the "pastures." With a request for the completed form to be returned as soon as possible, it is expected that the skilled will work on the "pastures." There are at least a million that need work and shouldn't be a reason for rejecting work.

We All Want It

Only one person is needed to transform the grey, monotonous and hopeless lives of the unemployed into lives of freedom, happiness and opportunity; and that is-money. The lives of all of us might be enriched and gilded beyond measure simply by the introduction of enough money to buy the goods that can be made so easily.

It would have every comfort and appliance known to science, the young educational facilities, and the unemployed problem of the past would be solved. Residential comfort and well-being, from care-free carking and care-free cleaning, to the drying of materials, would take up all kinds of work which would be left by the skilled. The skilled can buy only enough food to keep body and soul together are forced to be idle. At the same time, they need to be told that money is to be obtained only by doing more of the same necessary work that is held up and not done because there is no money.

And Don't Know What It Is

And don't know why so much money is being created. They know it is hard to get and they only need a little of it. There is nothing wrong with asking for more. They shouldn't be a reason for rejecting more money.

In a remarkable short Mr. Feather was talking about the way in which we are buying the goods now and the sooner the movement is started in this line, the sooner it will be ready to begin. Feather has added considerably to the interest that is being taken in the object of the movement in London.

They seldom ask themselves why it should be impossible to have the right quantity of money, exactly equaling the prices of the goods that are for sale. They think of the "experts" must know best and it is better to leave it to them. In leaving technical details to the "experts," we are giving up our interest and letting their interests be the only ones that will be satisfied.
CORRESPONDENCE
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We have arrived in the Social Credit area . . .
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The New and the Old Economics IS. od.
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